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About This Game

A game inspired by classic Magic Carpet, with modern graphics and features. You play as a sorcerer, exploring mysterious
worlds, changing them, discovering ancient secrets, creating new spells, fighting creatures and other mages, building and

destroying as you please.
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I love this game! I know it's fairly early-ish with development but it has some potential to be fun. Solo play is very difficult but I
still enjoyed blasting stuff with the planes.. **DO NOT BUY AT FULL PRICE**
I would only buy this if it is on sale or if you just want the locos. This pack is very buggy and is very unpolished. Becaused this
was released back in 2012, it has a lot of the problems that plagued many of RSC's (The previous developer) problems which I
will present in a Pro\/Con format.

Pro:
-You get a lot of locomotives

Cons:
-Stretchy couples
-No numberboard lights
-Windows and doors inoperable
-No ND units (This is were you have the option to put the same loco when you put a consist together but with out a driver in the
cab)
-No interior lighting (DO NOT USE ANY OF THESE LOCOS AT NIGHT YOU WONT SEE ANYTHING!)
-No step lights
-Incorrect engines sounds, bells and horns. Both the EMD SD70MAC & EMD SD70ACE included in this pack share the same
engine sounds, bell, and horn of the EMD SD75M and Union pacific SD60M.
-Dynamic Brakes do not work properly
-No water effects on windshield, no need for wipers basically.
-No Dynamic Headlight effect (Basically this effect is where you can see the train engine's headlight from far away. For
example the headlights found on the, F59PHI, F59PH, SD60M, Amtrak Dash 8-Bwh, P42DC... etc.

Overall: Do not buy at full price. The pack lacks a lot of the advanced details that some of the other DLCs have. The locos are
very buggy and don't run too well. (They are runable but avoid nighttime because you won't see very well.) Since Dovetail games
owns Train Sim, I doubt this pack or any other DLC that was release by RSC will ever get fixed.

Score 2.5\/10 NEEDS TO BE UPDATED. fun aircraft, not bad overall though it doesent quite fly like what ive heard, i fly full
realism, she had issues with her rudder being too small...maybe its just me? still a great plane for anyone that enjoys vintage
aircraft. This game felt very boring and not scary at all.
Many of the areas feels like they are copied and paste.
But yeah this is my opinion of the game and will probably not be the same for you.. Rescue Team and Rescue Team 2 are so
similar that I've copy\/pasted nearly my review for Rescue Team here.

Rescue Team 2 puts you in charge of a team sent to rescue and rebuild islands destroyed by natural causes. You have to achieve
objectives per level, with a higher bonus if you finish it before a certain time.

Workers can collect ressources: food, wood, gold and a new one, fuel (used for choppers and boats). They can also repair
buildings. Some of them are producing these ressources: diners give food, sawmills give wood, houses give gold and refineries
give fuel. Others are objectives. Finally, you have docks and an helipad. Docks are used to save people or to collect floating
wood or fish and helipads to save people (yep) and to extinguish fires. Workers can also repair the roads or remove obstacles. If
you need more workers, they can be found sometimes trapped on the map.

A new building, apart for the fuel, is also present: hospital. Thanks to it, you can heal citizens or workers that were injured and
are blocking the roads. Medics can be stuck too but never injured. Citizens are healed against gold.

A new feature is meteors coming to block your road or to destroy your buildings. Another natural phenomenon destroys your
bridges or highways bridges: earthquakes. You're quite warned by it and you have a few seconds to react. However, I've learned
that if you're assigning people to go ahead before it's destroyed, the event is delayed for some seconds. I've also noticed that
there is a trigger in the level for these events. For example, the docks being repaired triggered the earthquake, meaning that the
bridge that you've build just to access them will be destroyed.
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As for the first game, the goal of the money collected by finishing a level is to repair your own house.

Like the previous entry, the game is very enjoyable but also challenging as sometimes, you'll be really just in time if you're
aiming for a gold statue. It's due to the fact that workers, once they did an action, return to the base, which isn't allowing
planning ahead. Each second lost by this simple fact is important. They didn't address this problem in Rescue Team 2, though,
the next game did.

Nothing changes from the first game: the graphics are still colorful and nice. The soundtrack is also nice.

Rescue Team 2 isn't still as complex though the new ressource allow a step in difficulty, like the natural events and the injured
citizens. But the fact that you can't plan ahead is still being heavy on the gameplay, though I'm pretty sure you can enjoy some
of the levels, very hard to finish before losing the gold time. If you've enjoyed Rescue Team, this one will also satisfy you.
. Not bad for a cheap game running in Unity Engine
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Shu is worth buying as an alternative to Rayman. The game has beautiful graphics and a good sound track. This game can do so
well if the devs just added a few things the comminity recommends. That extra polish would put this game over the top. I'm
having fun minus a few gripes.

Pros
Rayman like platforming
Graphics and Sound
Sense of urgency
Gameplay mechanics

Negative
Not so obvious dangers that kill you
You can get stuck moving from one platform to another
Could have a better story
. My girlfriend says Monkey Cheese isn't strong enough.. The first impression wasn't good. I couldn't even run the game and had
to spend some time searching forums and trying stuff to make the game running. If you've experienced similar problems, check
the discussions for a thread called "HOW TO run the game on Windows 10".

But when the game actually works, it's pretty good. It's a first person adventure game where you move between predefined
locations that are rendered as a 360\u00b0 photos. The graphics are nice, with a lot of detail and even some decent cutscenes.
The best thing about the game is definitely the mysterious story and dense lovecraftian atmosphere. The game can be quite scary
at times, even though you're never in real danger.

Puzzles are mostly ok, with reasonable difficulty, not easy but not unbeatable. The main problem is that the game relies too
much on pixel hunting. Several objects are so tiny, so barely visible, and well-hidden that it's almost impossible to find them
without sweeping every inch with a mouse cursor. In case of one object, I couldn't find it even after checking a walkthrough.
Thanks to this, the game is pretty hardcore and I can imagine that less patient players will give up soon after the beginning.

Overall, the game could definitely use some polishing but it's still worth checking out even if just for the dark atmosphere..
Really powerful! Especially when you get a headshot!. This is a delightful game! You play as a cute lil' drawing of a turtle who
must hop between adjacent scraps of paper on a fancy-hatted and whimsical journey. Your turtle can't survive for long without a
papery medium to exist within, so you have to tread carefully as you traverse from one adorable drawing to the next. Collectible
stickers are dotted throughout a landscape of arts-'n-crafts, and figuring out how to reach each one provides you with a small
platforming puzzle. The art style is thoroughly charming and full of often hilarious details (for example your turtle gains some
very rad sunglasses while perched upon a skateboard), the soundtrack is simultaneously soothing and funky, and the controls are
simple but precise. The game is roughly 20 minutes long, but it's packed with novelty and has a very friendly price at just
\u20ac2.

A short but very sweet doodle-based treat, strongly recommended for kids or anyone who enjoys fun, light-hearted loveliness!. I
liked BoxVR and spent many hours using it. But now, with the full release, none of my songs work anymore. Either there is
absolutely no sound, or there is sound, but nothing is happening on the screen. Even the creation of the playlists became more
cumbersome (which does not really matter, since the playlists don not work at all).
It is seldom that a program becomes significantly worse in the final version, but here is a perfect example for that.
I am very disappointed. I used it virtually everyday, but now I will not use it anymore, because my music does not work anymore
(and believe me, I tried several songs). Now and then I will check, if there is a new corrected version available, but until then, I
am no longer interested.. Another great chapter with a new main character ^^ Things are starting to get real interesting, can't
wait to see where it goes next.

These are short but quality games for a great price, more people need to check these out for the developing story and
atmosphere if anything.. gt;Trade draft picks to acquire players that all went to the same college
>Trade other players for rag tag group of QBs that have bad stats but have "potential"
>Average 2-14 next four seasons
>Get fired
>Select to ignore the firing
>Offer insane contracts to the rag tag QBs that still have "potential"
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>Move franchise from Philly to Orlando
>Trade all remaining draft picks to Dallas for nothing in return
>Switch to Dallas, and use draft picks to coach team to 6 straight Super Bowls
>Laugh as Philly Orlando crumbles into nothing

10/10 Would be Chip Kelly again. fun as hell, tons of replayability, nothing like mixing and matching elements to create spells.
very fast paced, and optional high difficulty. the lower difficulties are still playable for those who suck at twitch gaming, but still
want to unlock things and play through for achievements. I was a little, disappointed with this breakout, but for \u00a31.99,
what was i expecting. After collecting hundreds of them over the years, I was expecting something with at least some
innovation, and much better graphics. Hmmm! well....... maybe the space invader like levels are different, but overall Breakout
Invaders is a poor second cousin removed to many of the breakouts I've played over the years. Some freeware versions have
been more challenging, and look better graphically than this game. It's not seriously bad, but compared to a lot of the more
recent breakout games I've played, it looks dated , even though some of the level designs are quite interesting.

The game felt sluggish with my mouse (a Razer Naga), the graphics are a retrograde step when compared to the likes of games
like Magic Ball 2, 3 and 4, Strikeball 2 and 3 (to name just a few of the more well known ones - for some reason Alawar
changed the name of the Magic Ball series to Smash Frenzy). The original, released over 10 years ago, is the only one in the
Magic Ball series that looks and plays worse than today's game. The second in the Magic Ball series looked better than today's
game (released way back in 2005), had more power ups and played well. The third in the series had a major graphics update
(see video link below). Compare Breakout Invaders to the likes of the Magic Ball games, Ricochet Infinity and Shatter, the latter
two of which are available via Steam. They are worlds apart in quality and game play. Breakouts were my first love w.r.t. arcade
games (next to shmups and TD games). All that said, Breakout Invaders is only \u00a31.99, soooo.... despite my
disappointment, it's not a great loss; I've still got thousands of free levels to play via Ricochet infinity. :)

You can compare videos of the breakouts I mentioned above by clicking on their names. Magic Ball 3, Magic Ball 2, Ricochet
Infinity, Shatter, Breakout Invaders, and the freeware game Chak's Temple.

Update 0.39:
Not a big update this time, mainly transparent effects and building editor overhaul.

The next one will be destructible castle, since a lot of gameplay stuff depends on that.

Transparent effects overhaul (much better performance).

Added glow post-processing effect.

New building editor UI and improvements.

Improved dithering.

. Update 0.40:
I'm sorry for the long wait this time, but here's the new update finally.

Change log:

Destructible buildings (the castle and guard towers).

Guard tower is now customizable via script.

Increased contact damage range for birds and wyverns.

. Update 0.33:
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Switched trees to point clouds and added auto-generated colliders for them and large stones. No player collision yet, just
missiles. And the shading is still off, the foliage had a translucent effect which is missing right now. I guess I'm going to fix that
next and switch wyverns and caterpillars to point cloud models as well.

Added various (and mod-able) brush images for point clouds.

Trees use point cloud models now.

Added auto-generated colliders for point clouds (used for tree foliage and large stones).

Menhirs (large standing stones) now block missiles.

Point cloud objects now fade out before wrapping to the other side of the world.

Some performance optimizations for shadows.

. Update 0.37:
I'm sorry for the long wait, but the update is finally here. This is a major rewrite of AI code, making mobs modular and
customizable both for me and for the modders. You can script AI behaviors now.

I'll use it to add more variety to the enemies in the next updates.

In other news, some people contacted me about cooperation on the game, they want to remake graphics (they have artists) and
run a Kickstarter campaign to judge if the game is popular enough to invest money and time in finishing it together with me. I'm
not sure if it'll work out with them yet, but I'm going to give it a try.

Change log:

A big rewrite of AI and actor code (separating actors and behaviors, modular scripted AI etc.)

Enemy missiles are now visible on the map.

Fixed trees disappearing after loading a saved game.

More developer / debugging stuff via imgui.

. Update 0.36:
This is a small update before I start overhauling AI which I have mostly planned out already.

I integrated "dear imgui" library and made log viewer / script console with it. It's quite good for quickly building developer
tools, so eventually I'll bind it to script to make it available for modders and for script analytics and debugging.

Added log viewer / script console (accessed with F5 if you have dev. tools on in options).

Added gloss maps for building textures.

Mana threshold is displayed now on the castle mana bar in the progress mode.

If you like what I do, you can support me on Patreon![www.patreon.com]
. IndieGoGo crowd-funding campaign:
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{LINK REMOVED} is live!

Check it out, spread the word, and consider backing it if you like the perks or want to support the game!

http://youtu.be/S3vloIHr7ns
. Update 0.42:
I added support for spline-based deformation to point cloud models, and switched wyvern and caterpillar monsters to point
clouds. Also a bunch of improvements and optimizations.

Change log:

 Wyvern and caterpillar monsters now use point cloud models.

 Various quality improvements for point cloud models.

 Fixed a bug that made gatherers fight over mana.

 Optimized some AI-related code.

 Integrated easy_profiler (dev stuff, you likely don't care about it).

Support the development on Patreon![www.patreon.com]
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